
ABOUT US
We 'TULSI IMITATION JEWELLERY' have acquired a highly respectful position amongst Indian manufacturers and

exporters of Imitation Jewelry. Our gamut of fashionable jewelry consists of necklace set, bangles, finger rings,

earrings, brooches, anklets, bracelets, chains, Polki Jewelry, Victorian Jewelry, Kundan Jewelry, Bangles. We offer a

huge variety of jewelry and ornaments as per the changing fashion statements in today's time. Well-equipped with

the latest technology for designing and cutting the jewelry, our creative designers are an added advantage of our

company. For more than fifteen years, we have made big contribution to the fashion industry by making trend

setting jewelry.

OUR INFRASTRUCTURE

We are backed by state-of-the-art machinery and world-class employees, constituting the infrastructure of our

corporate entity. Our craftsmen are a storehouse of talent, devotion, creativity and innovation. These are the

precious gem stones of our company, contributing it in its fame and name in this industry. Machinery, being another

important aspect of our infrastructure is carefully selected and upgraded on a regular basis so as to derive best

results from it.

OUR GOAL

Our company the manufacturer who engaged in the design, producing and sale of the jewelry products in wholesale

business. All kinds of product in different specification can be designed and made depending on the sample or

drawing as customers' requirement. We respect customers' intellectual property and keep absolute secret for

customers' patent, copyright and relevant information, in order to guarantee market competitive advantage of

customers' products. We the triplicate-win policy---manufacturer will, dealer like and consumer satisfy. We attract

many customers by favorable price, perfect quality and amiable service.

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

We are a flourishing organization engaged in manufacturing, supplying and exporting an alluring range of Imitation

Jewellery which includes Fashion Jewellery and Antique Jewellery. Our range is in great demand among our national

& international clients for its superannuated look, beautiful designs, elegance and quality. These are competitively

priced and are packed in quality packaging material to deliver it safely to the clients. Our Product

Portfolioencompasses Imitation Necklace, Imitation Earrings, Imitation Rings, Imitation Bangles,

Imitation Pendant Set, Imitation Bracelets, Imitation Anklets, Imitation Brooches etc.

OUR STRENGTH

We are engaged in manufacturing, supplying & exporting elegant and breathtaking variety of Imitation Jewellery

such as Fashion jewellery and Antique Jewellery. Our collection is very popular among the clients for its raw appeal

and breathtaking patterns. Further, following factors are responsible for our success in the domain:

1. If there is bulk order then We have all types of Machinery and Trained Worker so we can make a Product as per your
design.



2. If there is reasonably big quantity commitment then We can give you goods stamped with your Brand Name with
your TAG and in your prescribed Packing.

 Wide Distribution Network Across Various Countries
 Ethical Business Deals
 Capable of Meeting Bulk Orders
 Exclusive Collection of Fashion and Antique Jewellery.
 Competitive Prices
 Timely Delivery of Consignment

CLIENT SATISFACTION

We are an emerging organization gaining recognition among our clients as a quality manufacturer, supplier and

exporter of Imitation Jewellery Items such as Fashion Jewellery and Antique Jewellery. The products we design are

innovative and add a royal touch to the interiors and the wearers. We believe in offering true value for money to our

clients by providing them a range that exudes elegance and extravagance.

Our range has a rich look & feel but is moderately priced, and is available in various options. We take care of each

and every demand of the clients and make sure that the products are timely delivered.


